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if a refugee has been turned down, that shoudl e it. let them take it to the courts if they want to change the decision. i see no reason to give these
leaching anonymous unvaccinated sick criminal type leaches to come here to leach on gthe american public. we are paying for tens of millkions of
them already. they pay nothing in taxes and cost us $32000 a year for the kids they bring with them for one kid. our own kids are being aced out of
getting help in schools becuade the schools are full of these leaches from mexico, central america, etc. and china sneaking in ouir southern
border. i have no sympathy with any of then, they belong in their own country, they do not belong here in america, we need to pick and choose
who we bring here. we dont want to bring trouble and we have allowed into this country all kinds of troublesome people who coulkdnt live in their
own lands and nbow have come here to start trouble here and to kill us as well. the whole thing is insane. absoluely biden policy insane. shut
down this form, one decision to stay out shoudl be enough
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